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SUMMARY 

SUMMARY 

SPATIAL SHIFTS IN EU-AGRICULTURE 1950-1992 

The purpose of the study is to map changes in the spatial distribution of agriculture in 
the EU-9 over the period 1950-1992. The survey is of an inventory character. A total of 
nine agricultural products and five animal species, which collectively constitute around 
60% of the agricultural production value of the EU, are covered by the analysis. Apart 
from individual products, the study looks as well at division on a more aggregated 
level: broad land use categories and added value. A second goal is to provide an 
explanation for the main features of found changes. Particular attention is paid here to 
market integration and EU agricultural policies as viable explanatory factors. 

First, an outline of the development of the EU and EU agricultural policy is made. 
This shows that certain aspects of EU agricultural policy could have had actual spatial 
effects: market and price policy, agromonetary policy, structural policy. Only the latter 
presents a policy that is deliberately spatially differentiated. 

Next, we examine whether total market integration was accomplished during the 
period in question. It is concluded that total market integration, despite a tendency in 
that direction, is still a long way off. 

In Chapter 4 we determine if the use of economic theory could lead to the 
conclusion that the (partial) market integration brought about changes to spatial 
production patterns in agriculture. We examine location factors in agriculture, neo
classical theories and modern trade theory. We also look into cluster-forming 
(agribusiness-complexes), as part of modern trade theory. Finally, the probable spatial 
consequences arising from the position of agriculture as a declining sector are 
investigated. From the perspective of the separate theoretical concepts it is concluded 
that, due to market integration, most theories point to spatial concentration in land use 
and agricultural production. 

In Chapter 5 the spatial effects for certain elements of agricultural policy (market 
and price policy, agromonetary policy, and structural policy, comprising the policy for 
less-favoured areas) in terms of redistribution of income, are quantified. Where 
agromonetary and structural policy is concerned, considerable sums of money are 
involved. Structural policy has a limited impact on the spatial distribution of land use 
and production, because the resources are deployed in a dispersed manner. Through 
agromonetary policy, specific areas have received a more systematic flow of resources. 
The long-term advantages of this are less clear, because it has resulted in a 
preservation of agricultural structure, with negative implications for competitiveness. 
There has been a substantial redistribution of income through market and price policy, 
for both individual farms and regions. The impacts hereof on the spatial distribution of 
land use and production cannot be determined unequivocally, because the policy 
offered attractive opportunities to viable and non-viable farms and regions alike. 

Chapter 6 presents the used data. These are quadrennial averages for a number of 
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periods between 1950 and 1992 of about 100 regions in the EU-9. Some of the 
productions, notwithstanding the conscientious collection and checking of the data, 
show quite a lot of deficiencies. In this chapter the long-term relocation of land use and 
production is illustrated and discussed per product and animal species. The spatial 
changes are primarily derived from the calculated Gini-coefficients, which gauges the 
skew of the spatial distribution. Additionally, other criteria are employed. The attached 
tables form the numerical summary. A Gini-value of 0 implies an equal distribution, a 
Gini-value of 1 implies that the activity is fully concentrated in just one region. 

Table SI Gini-coefficients for EU-9 of 9 arable crops, related to the Total Surface 
Area of agricultural land in the relevant regions, 1950/1953 - 1989/1992 

year wheat rye barley oat corn green sugar potatoes Tobacc 
*** #** maize beets 0 

50/53 41 72 52 37 77 " - 77 45 76 
60/63 40 78 52 37 71 - 75 48 80 
70/73 42 82 49 43 - - 75 51 82 
80/83 44 - 47 - 72 - 74 52 90 
83/86 43 - 45 - 71 - 74 53 91 
86/89 42 - 44 - 57 58 61* 57 74* 
89/92** 39 - 42 - 53 49 69 66 73* 

*: data for Italian regions not available 
**: preliminary results, due to unavailable data 
***: data for rye and oat are only available over the period 1950/53 - 1970/73 

Table S2 Gini -coefficients for numbers of five animal species, with the surface area 
of agricultural land as measure of the total dimension of the region, EU-9 

year pigs Chickens cattle (beef) cattle (milk) Sheep 

50/53 0.48 0.57 0.29 0.32 0.57 
60/63 0.53 0.60 0.33 0.34 0.59 
70/73 0.58 0.51 0.29 0.31 0.58 
80/83 0.63 - 0.36 0.43 0.49 
83/86 0.67 - 0.38 0.45 0.54 

86/89 0.69 0.58 0.36 0.45 0.54 
89/92 0.65 0.1 0.34 0.45 0.55 

The analysis per product and per animal species shows that the changes in spatial 
distribution in time are relatively small for a good number of products, given the long 
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period under survey. Measured over the entire period, the skew of the distribution of 
the production turns out to be somewhat bigger than that of the corresponding land use. 
The explanation for this is that regions with a relatively large ration in terms of land 
use, generally realise a higher production per hectare. 

In a number of cases, the influence of the market and price policies is reflected in 
the changing spatial patterns. Sugar beets and cattle (milk), for instance, highlight the 
preserving effect of quota systems. In sheep farming the policy influence manifests 
itself as well, in the shape of the limited spatial decentralization in the middle years of 
the surveyed period. The policies show the largest impact in pig farming. Not directly, 
because there are only marginal market regulations for pigs, but indirectly, through the 
influence of policies on grain and fodder prices. Changing technology in pig farming 
in the initial years plays a role here too, incidentally. 

Apart from the implemented market and price policies, occurring market integration 
has had an impact on some crops as well; especially potatoes, and to a lesser degree 
wheat and tobacco. 

It is notable that a significant amount of spatial relocation can be ascribed to 
changes in the technology used, sometimes combined with changing demands from the 
market. This element comes into play in the development of green maize, corn, oat, 
rye, tobacco, and dairy farming. 

The big land use categories (arable farming, pastures, horticulture) show a limited 
tendency towards concentration. This could be an effect of market integration. After 
applying a correction, the degree of spatial concentration turns out to be roughly the 
same for the three categories. Where the data allow this, a comparison is made between 
the spatial distribution of the added value per worker, in agriculture and in the 
economy as a whole. The distribution in agriculture is much more skew. There is no 
discernible development trend. 

Of a number of productions the regional clusters are pictured. Some of the 
concentrations that exist in the initial years have strengthened their position, while 
others have disappeared entirely. Areas that display a growing share within the EU are, 
for instance: for grain Northern France, for potatoes the Northern Netherlands, for 
sugar beets an area around Belgium, for tobacco Southern Italy, for cattle (milk) and 
pigs Central Benelux. Certain areas lose their position, like the north-eastern part of 
Germany for grain and pigs. Although a number of these developments can be 
explained satisfactory, as is the case with pigs, further study of the factors determining 
success and failure is desirable. 

The concluding remarks indicate that this inventory study could be the starting point 
for further research, concentrated on certain periods and regions where large changes 
have been observed. Mention is made too of the big part that changes in the used 
technology play in spatial relocations, which also need deeper study. Based on this 
study it can be said that the influence of agricultural policies on the spatial structure is 
often rather overestimated. 
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